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Variables: lvalues and rvalues
In the assignment statement “X=Y”, variables X and Y are 

being used in different ways.
Y is being used for the value it holds. E.g. if Y is currently 

set to 3, this statement has the same effect as “X=3”. 
This is the rvalue of Y.

X is being used for its place in memory. This is the lvalue 
of X.
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Expressions with lvalues and rvalues
An expression has an lvalue/rvalue if it can be placed on 

the left/right side of an assignment.
A[I+J] has both.  

A[I+J] = X;  // OK
X = A[I+J];  // OK

f(I) or I+J has only an rvalue.
X=f(I);       // OK
f(I) = X;      // Not OK.
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Value vs. reference model of variables
Value model: A variable contains a value.

Reference model: A variable refers to an object with a 
value.

Variables have to be dereferenced to get their rvalue; 
however, the dereferencing is implicit in most 
languages, so the distinction is subtle.
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Java uses both
int I;   // value model
Integer J; // reference model.

J = new(Integer(13)); 
// creates an object with value 13, J points   // to the 
object.
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Static variables
Variable maintains the same value between 

successive calls to the function.
Allocated with fixed address.

int random() {
static int r, first = TRUE;
if (first) r = intTime();  // absolute time in int form
first = FALSE;
r = nextRandom(r);
return r;
}
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Side effects
A call to a function F has a side effect if either
 During the call, there is a change to the value of 

some object that existed before F.
 I/O occurs during the call.
Otherwise the call is side-effect free.
If F is side-effect free, then the only thing that 

matters about F is the value that it returns.
(Note: If F creates a heap structure and returns a 

pointer to it, that is not considered a side effect.)
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Expression side effects
An expression has a side effect if it changes the value of 

some object.
E.g. “x++” has a side effect. “x+1” does not.
Assignment statements always have side effects.
In pure functional programming, there are no side 

effects.
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Function parameters
int B(int I,J)  // I and J are formal parameters
{   … }

int A ()
{ … B(Q+1, M[52]); // Q+1 and M[52] are
… }                        //  actual parameters.
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Pass by value
 Formal parameters are local variables to callee.
 Values of the actual parameters are copied to the 

formal parameters when function is called.
 Conceptually simple
 Values of actual parameters are protected.
 Costly copying if parameters are large. 
 Can only return 1 value.
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Pass by copy-restore
 Formal parameters are local variables of callee.
 Values are copied from actual parameter to formal 

parameter when function called, and copied back 
when function returns.

 Can return multiple values.
 Actual parameters must have l-values. (If not, either 

forbidden or just skip restore step.)
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Pass by reference
 Formal parameters are pointers to actual parameters.
 Every use of the formal parameter is implicitly 

dereferenced.
 Actual parameters must have l-values. (If not, either 

prohibit, or create temporary unnamed variable in 
caller).

 Aliasing problem (see below)
 Can’t use in remote procedure call.
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Example
PBV    |  PBCR     PBRef
I     J       I    J         I     J

int I = 1;                   1    -- 1   -- 1    --
void A(int J)  {          1     1      1    1       1     1

J = 2;                   1     2      1    2       2     2
J = J+I; }              1     3      1    3       4     4  

void main () {
A(I);                     1             3             4
print(I);   }            1             3             4
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Aliases
In previous example with Pass by Reference, I and J are 

aliases, two variables (or expressions) with the same 
lvalue.

Aliases are generally created with pointers or with pass-
by-reference.

Greatly complicate analysis (compiler, human, or 
formal).
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Achieving PBRef in PBV
The effect of pass by reference can be achieved in 

languages with pass by value by using pointers.  
However, the dereferencing has to be explicit
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Example: Pass by Ref in Pascal
procedure swap(var A,B: integer)

/* A and B are declared PBRef */
integer T;
begin T=A; A=B; B=T end
procedure foo()
integer I,J;
begin I = 2; J=3; swap(I,J); end
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Example: Swapping in C
void swap(int *A, *B) {
int T;
T = *A; *A = *B; *B = T; }

void foo() {
int I,J;
I = 2; J = 3; swap(&I, &J); } 
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Named parameters and defaults
Ada:
drawLetter(C=>’A’; Font => Helvetica, Size=>12, X=> 5.0, 

Y=>2.0)

drawLetter(C:character; X,Y: Float; Font : font := Arial; 
Color : color := Black; 
Size : Integer :=  10)
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Variable passing in various languages
C: Only pass by value. Arrays are pointers.
Pascal: User specifies pass by value or pass by reference.
Ada. Specify mode of parameter:

in: Pass by value.
out: Value not passed but returned

in out: Value passed and returned. May be either PBVR 
or PBRef. Error if it makes a difference.
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Macros in C
Substitute specified text. With or without arguments.

#define MaxLength 10
#define Max(A,B) (((A) < (B)) ? (B) | (A))
#define begin {
#define end ;}
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Problems with C macros
Need extra level of parentheses in max to avoid 

precedence issues.
Multiple evaluation:
max(i++,j++) expands to 
(((i++) < (j++)) ? (i++) | (j++))

Either i or j is incremented twice.
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More problems with C macros
Variable name conflicts

#define swap(A,B) { int I; I=A; A=B; B=I; }

{ int I=2, J=3; swap(I,J); }
expands to
{ int I=2, J=3; { int I; I=I; I=B; B=I; }}
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Macros in LISP
A macro in many versions of LISP (not Scheme) can call 

any LISP function to generate the substituted text.
Form of a LISP program is just a list structure of 

symbols, which is also the major data structure of LISP.
Therefore it’s easy to write a preprocessor of arbitrary 

kind.
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Inline expansion of function
Body of callee is substituted into text of caller.
Differs from macro in that:
 Callee is defined as a function in usual form.
 Compiler guarantees that the semantics of the 

substituted text is the same as if the actual 
function were called.

 Saves the overhead of function calling sequence.
 Generally user suggestion, not a requirement.
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Example: Inline expansion of swap(A,B)
The user writes the call “swap(A,B)” in a function.
The compiler expands this inline as 
{ int T; T=A; A=B; B=T} which might compile to

LOAD(R1,A); LOAD(R2,B)
STORE(R2,A); STORE(R1,B)

4 machine instructions rather than the dozens 
involved in the function call and return sequence. 
Fewer if the value of A or B happens to be in a 
register.
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Lazy evaluation
Lazy evaluation: Actual parameters are not evaluated 

until the first time they are used. (The point is that 
they may never be used.)
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Call by name
Actual parameters are evaluated, in caller environment 

every time they are used (Algol 60).

We will discuss implementation of lazy evaluation and 
call by name when we discuss closures.
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Strange effects of call by name
function swap(int X,Y)     { I = 3;  A[3]=4;
{ int T;                                swap(I,A[I]);

X I, Y  A[I]
T = X;                              T=3.
X = Y;                              X=I=4.
Y = T;                              Y=A[4]=3.

}
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